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A chemical approach to modify the electronic transport of graphene is investigated by detailed

transport and Raman spectroscopy measurements on Hall bar shaped samples. The functionalization

of graphene with nitrobenzene diazonium ions results in a strong p-doping of the graphene samples and

only slightly lower mobilities. Comparing Raman and transport data taken after each functionalization

step allowed the conclusion that two preferential reactions take place on the graphene surface. In the

beginning a few nitrobenzene molecules are directly attached to the graphene atoms creating defects.

Afterwards these act as seeds for a polymer like growth not directly connected to the graphene atoms.

The effects of solvents were excluded by thorough control measurements.
1 Introduction

Chemical modifications of graphene have resulted in a plethora

of graphene derivatives ranging from simply hydrogenated and

fluorinated graphene1–3 to polymer functionalized graphene

flakes in solutions.4

Due to its high mobilities graphene is considered as a prom-

ising candidate for the next generation of electronics. However,

a problematic issue with electronic graphene devices is the

absence of a band gap in this material. So far, a so-called

transport gap has been realized by confining the charge carriers

in narrow ribbons.5–7 This allows the suppression of current flow

by gating; however, the tunability of the resulting tunnel barriers

is poor. Therefore, it would be desirable to find an alternative

route to open a band gap in graphene. One possible approach

would be to use bilayer graphene where it has been shown that

a gate tunable band gap can be opened when the symmetry

between the two layers is broken.8–11 However, there are still

challenges that have to be solved in order to exploit this band gap

for devices.

Another suggested approach is chemical functionaliza-

tion.2,3,12–14 This approach is especially interesting because it is

easy to implement and, in addition to the opening of a band gap,

it might also offer the possibility for controlled doping of gra-

phene. Furthermore, chemistry might provide a possibility for
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specific edge functionalization,15,16 which would be an interesting

tool in combination with existing etching techniques to chemi-

cally design the edges of nano-devices.

To explore these possibilities we present a detailed electronic

transport and Raman spectroscopy study of the chemical func-

tionalization of single layer graphene Hall bars. The Hall bars are

stepwise functionalized by diazonium chemistry, which is

a prominent example of chemically modified graphene.15–20 The

resulting surface functionalization consists ideally of nitroben-

zene moieties standing perpendicularly to the graphene plane

where the connecting carbon atom from graphene is sp3

hybridized.15,18 However, diazonium reactions involve radical

transition states known to result in an unselective product

distribution, like polymeric structures.21
2 Experimental section

Single layer graphene flakes are obtained by mechanical exfoli-

ation of natural graphite. The flakes are deposited onto a silicon

substrate covered by 295 nm of SiO2 where the highly doped

silicon serves as a global backgate for the electronic transport

measurements. The single layer nature of the flakes is confirmed

by optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy. In a first elec-

tron beam lithography step followed by metal evaporation (5 nm

Ti/40 nm Au) the Ohmic contacts are defined. In a second elec-

tron beam lithography step the Hall bar structure is patterned

and subsequently cut out by reactive ion etching.

The devices are functionalized at room temperature by

immersing the whole chip into a 20 mmol L�1 solution of water-

soluble nitrobenzene diazonium salt (4-nitrobenzene diazonium

tetrafluorborate from Sigma Aldrich). Afterwards the chip is

cleaned in isopropanol and blown dry with nitrogen. In the first

functionalization step the chip is immersed for 1 minute. In the

following 5 functionalization steps the immersion time is
Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 3781–3785 | 3781
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increased to 5, 20, 40 and 100 minutes, respectively. Note that in

the following we will refer to the total functionalization time

which is 1, 6, 26, 66 and 166 minutes respectively.
3 Results and discussion

In a previous study it has been shown that immersing a chip in

pure water and isopropanol leads to doping similar to the doping

effect expected from the functionalization.19 Here, we have

therefore performed a control experiment where the chip is first

immersed only in water and isopropanol. As in the previous

study a strong p-doping is observed. However, by heating the

sample in vacuum at around 100 �C for approximately two days

the dopants originating from the solvents could be removed. As

a consequence this heating step is performed after each func-

tionalization step and the transport measurements are performed

right afterwards without breaking the vacuum. We therefore

assume that the doping observed in the following data is not due

to solvent effects, but only due to diazonium moieties, either

covalently bonded to or absorbed on the graphene surface. To

complement the transport data the Hall bars were also thor-

oughly investigated by Raman spectroscopy after each func-

tionalization step. The Raman spectroscopy measurements were

always performed after the transport measurements and at

ambient conditions. The laser power was kept below 2 mW to

avoid heating and laser induced defects.

Two Hall bars were measured in parallel in this study and the

obtained results are qualitatively the same. In the following we

will present the measurements obtained from the Hall bar

depicted in Fig. 1(a). The transport measurements are performed

by applying a constant current of 10 nA through the Hall bar

while measuring the 4-point longitudinal resistance (Rxx) and

transverse resistance (Rxy) as shown schematically in Fig. 1(a). In

Fig. 1(b), Rxx is shown as a function of applied backgate voltage

(VBG) after the different functionalization steps. For the

untreated Hall bar the charge neutrality point (CNP) is at 0 V in

backgate and the mobility is determined to be 9000 cm2 V�1 s�1 at

a density of 1.6 � 1012 cm�2, indicating low initial doping and

high quality. For each functionalization step the CNP moves to

more positive backgate voltages and the mobility decreases, as

can be seen by the increased width of the resistance peak. After

166 minutes of functionalization the CNP is at 45 V and the

mobility is decreased to 3200 cm2 V�1 s�1. This is comparable to

normally observed mobilities for untreated devices with the CNP
Fig. 1 Room temperature measurements of functionalized graphene. (a) P

(white). Electrical circuit used for transport measurements is depicted. (b) Ba

Minimum conductivity versus mobility for the functionalization process.
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at similar backgate voltages due to unremoved dopants from the

fabrication steps.

The observed shift of the CNP can be explained by the func-

tional group either attached to or adsorbed on the graphene

structure. In both cases the functional group acts as a hole dopant.

The nitro-benzene group is an electron acceptor, removing elec-

trons from graphene,18,19 therefore shifting the CNP to more

positive backgate potentials. The doping contribution of one

perpendicularly oriented nitrobenzene molecule to graphene can

be roughly estimated by the dipole moment (4-nitrobenzene z
4.5 D (Debye)) and the assumption of a distance between the

graphene plane and the chemical group (d z 0.5–1 nm). This

evaluation leads to a removal of around 0.05 to 0.2 electrons/

nitrobenzene molecule from the graphene plane. The removal of

electrons is due to the dipole moment pointing towards the gra-

phene plane which essentially is a result of the electron acceptor

qualities of the nitrobenzene molecule. In the case of the adsorbed

species an estimation of the electrons/nitrobenzene removed is

harder, as the final conformation is generally unknown and

multilayer adsorption is possible. In general the adsorbed species

are closer to the surface and can build charge transfer complexes,

therefore more electrons/molecule can be removed from graphene

than in the covalently attached case.

The observed change in mobility can also be a result of both

induced defects and of charged impurities close to the graphene

surface. This has been shown in several previous reports dealing

with potassium atoms as dopants,22 defects through ion irradi-

ation,23 polymers as dopants24 or defects through covalently

bound molecules17,24 on the surface of graphene.

To further understand the measurements presented in Fig. 1(b)

and to differentiate between the effect of the functional groups as

defects or as dopants we plot the minimum conductivity (smin) as

a function of mobility (m) for all the functionalization steps.

Previously it has been shown by Chen et al. in ref. 23 that smin

decreases with decreasing m when defects are induced in the

graphene lattice. However, when only dopants are introduced the

ratio stays constant. Here, it can be seen that smin decreases

slightly from pristine graphene (high mobility) after the first

functionalization step. After further functionalization steps it

hardly changes anymore. Following the results of Chen et al. the

decrease in mobility that we observe is therefore mainly due to

doping and only slightly due to the creation of defects.

In addition to electronic transport experiments, Raman spec-

troscopy is also used to investigate the changes of the graphene
rocessed single layer graphene with Hall bar shape and metal contacts

ckgate sweeps of the device from (a) after each functionalization step. (c)

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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during functionalization. Fig. 2(a) shows the Raman spectra of

the pristine Hall bar, after 1 minute of functionalization and after

166 minutes of functionalization. Three main peaks can be seen,

the D-peak (due to defects), the G-peak and the 2D-peak.25 For

pristine graphene no D-peak is observed. After functionalization

a small D-peak occurs, showing that some defects are indeed

induced into the graphene lattice. However, the D peak only

increases until 26 minutes functionalization time and then it

saturates, indicating that defects are only induced in the first

functionalization steps. In addition, a shift of the G-peak to

higher wavenumbers and a decrease in G/2D ratio is observed for

increased functionalization, both known effects of doping.26,27

These doping effects increase until the last functionalization step,

thereby demonstrating that the amount of dopants on the gra-

phene continues to increase after no additional defects are

created. This agrees with the previous understanding of the

transport data where doping is the dominant effect seen from the

functionalization.

From the ratio of the D-peak and the G-peak a rough estimate

of the distance between the attached functional groups, and

hence their density, can be made by the empirical formula La

(nm) ¼ (2.4 � 10�10)l4(ID/IG)
�1.28 Lucchese et al. reported

a slightly modified formula, where (1/La)
2 z ID/IG, for small

ID/IG ratios both formulas yield similar La values.29 After 166

minutes of functionalization we calculate La to be �30 nm. This

corresponds to a defect density of �1011 cm�2. From the position

of the CNP after 166 minutes of functionalization we estimate

a doping density of �1012 cm�2, which is one order of magnitude

larger than the estimated defect density.

Previous Raman spectroscopy studies of graphene function-

alized with diazonium salt has shown a large reactivity of the

graphene sheet towards the diazonium reagent.15,16,20 In this

study a rather small reactivity is observed, however, a large

doping effect is seen. One likely explanation for this is the

formation of dendritic polymers.30 These polymers may have

one or few monomers covalently attached to the graphene

plane, therefore showing only a small D peak. However, the

whole polymer may contribute to the doping, as it can adsorb to

the graphene surface. The adsorption of nitrobenzene groups

has been shown to p-dope without establishing a D peak.18

In addition the adsorbed species may remove more electrons/

functional group as they can interact by p-stacking, resulting

in charge transfer complexes on the graphene surface. The
Fig. 2 (a) Raman spectra of the pristine single layer graphene device and

after the first and last functionalization step. (b) Raman line scans over

the cross section of the Hall bar device (see dotted line in 2(a)) showing

the D peak area as a function of spatial location for the pristine device

and after the last functionalization step.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
observed doping can also be a result of diazonium

species adsorbed on the surface without being part of a poly-

mer structure. However, this is not very likely due to the thor-

ough rinsing of the chip in isopropanol after the

functionalization followed by heating in vacuum for two days as

described before.

As mentioned before, previous reports have also shown

a significantly larger reactivity of graphene edges (D/G ratio �2)

compared to bulk (D/G ratio < ¼ 1) towards diazonium chem-

istry.15,16 This is in contrast to the functionalized and measured

devices as described in this paper. In Fig. 2(b) line scans of the D-

line intensity are shown over the cross section of the Hall bar

devices (see dotted line in Fig. 1(a)). Additionally, the D/G ratio

is low for both edges and bulk. From these scans small differ-

ences between edge and bulk are observed during the function-

alization, beside the naturally occurring D-line between edge and

bulk graphene, due to symmetry breaking at the edge. These

small differences between edge and bulk could originate from the

low amount of directly attached groups to the graphene plane

camouflaging the higher edge reactivity.

The low induced defect density and high doping in this study

could be an indication that the reaction conditions favoured

building polymeric structures on the graphene surface binding

directly to the surface. However, it should be noted that the low

defect density might also be related to photoresist and other

residues partly covering the graphene sheet after contacting and

pattering the Hall bars reducing the area available for func-

tionalization. So far, a high reactivity towards the diazonium

chemistry has primarily been shown on non-processed graphene

flakes.15,16 On contacted graphene flakes, a previous study has

also shown mainly doping effects in the bulk.24 Only recently

Zhang et al. showed on contacted (not etched by reactive ions)

graphene samples that the addition of tetrabutylammonium

hexafluorophosphate during the functionalization increases the

reactivity towards the graphene surface, allowing to create more

defects in the graphene plane.20 However, the dopant concen-

tration due to functionalization is significantly lower than what is

observed in this work.

To further investigate the influence of chemical functionali-

zation on electronic transport, we also performed transport

measurements at a temperature of 4 K and a magnetic field up to

5 T. In Fig. 3(a) Rxx as a function of VBG at 5 T is shown for the

pristine device and after the first two functionalization steps. For

the pristine device, clear magneto-oscillations can be seen, again

pointing at the high quality of the untreated device. For

increasing functionalization the oscillations are washed out.

After the third functionalization step the mobility is lowered to

3700 cm2 V�1 s�1 (see Fig. 1(c)) and the oscillations are not visible

anymore. This is consistent with previous measurements of

untreated devices of different mobilities.

In Fig. 3(b) the corresponding Schubnikov-de Haas oscilla-

tions measured at a density of 2.4 � 1012 cm�1 can be seen. The

oscillations can be described by

rxx ¼
m

ne2sD

�
1� 2e�p=ucsq

2p2kBT=h-uc

sinh ð2p2kBT=h-ucÞ cos
�
jphn

2eB
� f

��

� aB� bB2

(1)
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Fig. 3 (a)Rxx as a function ofVBG atB¼ 5 T for the untreated graphene

and the two first functionalization steps. (b) B-field dependence of Rxx at

DVBG ¼ �30 V.
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where uc ¼ eB/m is the cyclotron frequency, m ¼ h-kF/vF is the

cyclotron mass, and the two last terms describe the slightly

decreasing background.31 For graphene the phase f is p and j ¼
1.32 By fitting the measurements shown in Fig. 3(b) with eqn (1)

we extract the quantum scattering times sq and the Drude

scattering times sD for the different functionalization steps. For

the untreated graphene Hall bar we find sD ¼ 181 fs, sq ¼ 67 fs

and sD/sq ¼ 2.7. Correspondingly, we find sD ¼ 120 fs, sq ¼ 47 fs

and sD/sq ¼ 2.55 after 1 min functionalization and sD ¼ 95 fs, sq
¼ 38 fs and sD/sq ¼ 2.5 after 6 min functionalization. From the

fit we obtain a statistical uncertainity of �0.1 for sD/sq. In

addition, we have a significant systematic error. However,

a thorough investigation of this error is beyond the scope of this

paper. Both sD and sq decrease significantly with increasing

functionalization time while their ratio sD/sq decreases only

slightly. From sD/sq, the nature of the induced scattering, long

range or short range, can be extracted. A large ratio means that

scattering is mainly in the forward direction, a result of long

range scatterers, while sD/sq z 2 is a signature of short-range

scatterers.33 The sD/sq ratios reported here are comparable to

previously found ratios32,34 and suggest that charged impurities

close to the graphene sheet contribute most dominantly to

scattering.33 The fact that the individual scattering times sD and

sq decrease significantly with functionalization while their ratio

hardly changes, and the fact that the ratio obtained here is

comparable to other pristine devices, is again an indication that

the here-performed functionalization introduces scatterers for

transport similar to dopants present from normal processing of

samples.
3784 | Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 3781–3785
4 Conclusions

The step-wise functionalized single layer graphene Hall bar

devices were thoroughly characterized by Raman spectroscopy,

RT and 4 K transport measurements. The Raman spectroscopy

data shows that only few defects are introduced to the graphene

structure. From both the Raman spectroscopy measurements

and the transport measurements a clear doping effect is seen

which exceeds the number of covalently boundmoieties by one to

two orders of magnitude. This suggests that the chemical reac-

tion results in few covalent bound species, which then serve as

seeds for a polymer-like growth using the diazonium ions as

monomers.
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